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About This Game

Bump+Smack is a cross between breakout and pinball. Balls are released in intervals and roll down the table, ready to drop off
the end. Your job is to keep them up on the table and falling into the goals. The goal is to meet the percentage threshold of goals

versus misses and obtain the highest score possible.

Details

When the game begins, you are the operator of the shuttleboard at the bottom of the play table. Balls begin to appear from the
pipes at the top of the play table. At the beginning, you'll only have to juggle a maximum of three balls at once. Once you score

a goal or a ball rolls off the bottom of the play table, another ball will be released.

Challenge Mode

In Challenge Mode, the stats on the side of the screen will show the total number of balls remaining to be released for the entire
round. The stats will also show the total number of goals made, a multiplier, a 'next up' multiplier, a scored goal percentage, and

a goal percentage needed to advance to the next stage. As long as the scored goal percentage is at least as much as the goal
percentage needed, the game continues to the next stage. Once all the available stages are passed, the game goes back to the first

stage to another round. A new round increases the difficulty with bouncier balls, a higher percentage needed to continue, and
also the total number of balls for that stage. The game ends when the goal percentage is lower than the percentage needed to

advance once all balls have been scored or have dropped off the play table.

Continuous Mode

In Continuous Mode, you choose the stage and try to get the highest score. Continuous mode adds a 'Miss' meter that will go up
when a ball rolls off the table and goes down when consecutive goals are made. The game ends when the 'Miss' meter fills up.

+Smack

In both modes is a 'Smack' meter. This allows you to have the shuttleboard 'smack' the table to the side to try to change the
course of the balls in play. In certain situations, a well timed 'smack' can mean the difference between huge points or a lost ball.

Scoring

Goals are situated throughout the stage with different point values: 500 points which are fairly accessible. 750 points which are
a little more difficult. 1K (1000) points that are difficult, and 5K (5000) that are extremely challenging.

Higher Scoring

The multiplier is what can really start to skyrocket your score. At the stage beginning, all goal's point values are the initial
values. When you make a number of consecutive goals, which is the number listed on the 'Next Multi' stat, your multiplier

increases by one. At that point, the goals point values are now multiplied by the multiplier value. For instance, at the start of the
round you have a 1x multiplier and the 'Next Multi' is three. When you make 3 consecutive goals, the multiplier changes to 2x.
500 point goals are now worth 1000, 750 worth 1500, 1K becomes 2K, and 5K becomes 10K! When the multiplier goes up, the
'Next Multi' also goes up, making the next multiplier level more difficult to attain. The multiplier resets to 1x if a ball rolls off

the play table or the stage ends in challenge mode.
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Achievements

In challenge mode, achievements can be earned by completing specific challenges. Visit the Trophy Room from the main menu
to get more details on the challenges.
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Title: Bump+Smack
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Jason Sadler
Publisher:
PopNine Studio
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel 4th Generation Processor or Higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D Acceleration Required w/ 512MB VRAM and DirectX 11 support

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Required

English,French,Italian,German,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,
Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Swedish,Th
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bump smack meaning. bump smack into

I just bought this game because it was reccomended to me as an online multiplayer. There's not a single person online. refund
please.. This game killed me.
I am now dead.. Great game. Love the art style. Unlike a lot of similar games, once you figure out what you need to do you'll
probably be able to do it without too much work (easy skill level). It was fun the whole way through. I'd recommend it if you
like short, relaxed puzzle games.. The amount of cringe I encountered when I was reading the dialogue and the complete lack of
any tutorial about what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I was doing made me wonder why I bought this game. If I can't figure it
out immediately you're doing something wrong, and believe me I like a good RTS. I tried this and didn't like it immediately.

I can't imagine what a vet would think reading that. What the hell.. absolutely amazing! I\u2019m completely hooked! Its a
classic match three game with a twist. There are 5 different spells you can gain by matching there specific colours and you can
use to help you to complete the different levels and I love this, I love how you have to move the character to release the
spritelings and I love how theres a PvE element to it too! I find myself saying \u201cJust one more level\u201d and three hours
later I\u2019m still playing the game. Each level has its own challenges but none are super hard to complete where you would
want to exit the game and never play again. Its super fun and enjoyable and I would recommend you purchase it immediately,
You\u2019ll never want to play any other match 3 game after playing this!

10\/10. If you are into video games ( arcade time ) then this documentation is a must see.
Realy great and well done!. Hilariously overpowered enemies despite being proficient in the game. There is a difference
between making a game so ridiculously overtuned in terms of difficulty, without even advertising as such mind you, and making
a game thats fun but still challenging. Cannot recommend this game.. I have always wanted to play as an intelligent autonomous
drone. This game made that come true. Excellent! 5 Thumbs up for this.. base game comes in at a good price. if you're
migrating from the console version, be aware that a lot of the songs you might be used to playing are locked behind the Forever
Friends DLC, which places the full price of this game much closer to those versions.

Kind of a weird monetization model. There's enough content in the base title to say it's not a demo, but if you don't hide the
DLC content in the interface, you'll realize that half (or maybe more) of the songs are locked until you go all-in. still a great
game. works well with a keyboard out of the box, can also be configured to match other titles like DJMAX: Respect, and all of
the charts are possible to play on a controller too. If you're coming over from beatmania or DJMAX, you might find this game
too easy, but for a beginner or someone that's just looking to have a bit more of a chill experience, this is a good starting point..
An enjoyable little top down action game, drive around a tank blowing stuff up, and earning money for weapons and upgrade
points. Takes about 10 hours to beat the game at 100% with full achievements. I got it on sale and got my moneys worth. I wrote
up a small guide to getting 100% on lvl 21since its a timed level.
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Well. I tried to like this game. I really did. Having played the original back in the 90s on a C-64 I expected to have something
comparable to that. Perhaps it's being seen through rose colored glasses, perhaps not.

What we ended up with here is a shadow of the game's former self. The cities are generic, the buildings all look the same, the
NPCs (if you could call the that) have no life to them. Inns, taverns, shops, smithies, you can't tell one from the other at all
except for the names.

The voice acting should have been left out entirely. It's awful. It's obvious as hell that whoever was doing it isn't a native English
speaker and was dry reading from a script. Yes, it's almost 2014, but not every game is well suited to lots of voice acted stuff.
This one certainly isn't.

The combat system is a major deal breaker though. I know I can't possibly be doing things SO WRONG that I screwed up two
different attempts to roll up and equip a party. Every fight I've been in (which has always been the party's first) ends in defeat
with us missing, fumbling, being parried, or whatever. Rarely hit a damn thing even with high stats and all the equipment our
meager funding could manage. Turning things over to the auto-AI is an extremely disappointing and very LONG wait for the
same result - our deaths.

I hate to say it, but this is starting to become a trend with these Indie RPGs and it's now going to make me think long and hard
about parting with the money I'm spending on this stuff. I took a chance on this one and got burned - it won't happen again.

(Note to Valve: This is why refunds exist in the real world! Learn something here! I'd surely love to get one at this point!).
Keplerth: Starvation Simulator!

This game is fun. It is really cute, and I like the fact that it has cute chickens, cows, sheep and pigs for you to corral and breed.
There are a ton of different races to choose from, each with a special ability, and I super dig the fact that I can be a teal mummy
with a blue mowhawk. It lets me express my inner self.

However, this game has a long way to go. It is basically a starvation simulator, where you are stuck spending a TON of time
finding scarce food, which only improves your food levels by like 1-5 points. But the drain is SO fast. Another annyoing point is
the fact that nights take FOREVER, and you basically stand around because the torches don't do a whole lot to light your way.

Overall: still a better farming game than Light of Hope, and I like it. It is $15 fun, not $40 fun.. Love this game in pro physics,
some may say the rear wheel is too loose but its pretty much the same IRL
 well worth the buy on sale
. Gosh, what an incredible ending(?) to the Snail Trek story. I followed this story all the way through, and the end of the story
was totally unexpected, and left me wanting more. Was I the only one who noticed that Gaston and Zoomer only have one bed?
So many more stories to explore in future entries!. the dev puts out very frequent updates, with enthusiasm and dedication that
i've rarely ever seen. Dark Fall: The Journal is a point & click atmospheric horror game in the style of Myst, where you go from
screen to screen in first person mode and collecting clues and useful items to solves different puzzles.

You fill the shoes of the protagonist, searching for his brother, Pete, an architect who was tasked to redevelopment of an
abandoned train station/hotel that gone missing after leaving a message on the answering machine asking for your help.

The old abandoned train station/hotel at Dowerton also involve an event on the night of April 29th 1947 where all the guests and
staff vanished without trace, never to be seen again.

In other words: your brother gone missing in a hunted hotel/train station and your task is to solve the mystery of what happened
in 1947 and save your brother.

The horror aspect dont come from jump scares but from the atmosphere that the game builds: you are alone in a creepy
abandoned old train station/hotel with creaking and squeaking floorboards, strange sounds and voices of the previous residents
retelling their last moments.

There are a lot of details about events and daily life on the residents and hotel staff you can find from letters, diaries and
newspaper clips.
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The puzzle in the game involves patience and using your powers of observation and taking notes using the old school way, with
pen and paper, for anything that might be a clue to a puzzle or just trying to piece together the events before the 1947
disappearance.

The game’s graphic looks dated (it looked dated even when it first come out in 2009) but that only adds to horror atmosphere.

Also considering that this entire game was made by a single person (from programming to doing most of the voices) then this is
quite an accomplishment and I really cannot hold some of the games quirks considering the final product.

I encourage people to get this game and play it alone at night with headphones to enjoy this game fully.. Crazy Plant Shop is a
decently entertaining game for a short amount of time, but is not by any stretch of your imagination worth paying for. As a
game, it falls in the middle range of quality of games you could find easily for free on Kongregate or similar sites.

First off, there is a very small selection of poor music. The voice acting is limited and at times cringe-worthy. There is only one
game mode- a 13 day challenge to obtain all the plant types. There is no way to buy extra plant slots. Waiting on your character
to walk around for everything and for the plant breeding machine to go ding takes up far too much time, which is pointless
because the days are not on a timer. There is no penalty for rejecting customers or failing customers' orders that you accepted.

Ultimately, there is just very little to this game. It's good, but there needs to be MORE. I can find good little games all day for
free, and most of them have more depth and keep me entertained longer than Crazy Plant Shop could ever hope to.

As a warning, note that there is no cross-breeding plants to create new, strange species. So if that's what you want to get the
game for, don't bother.
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